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Code KITLD

Spotlight Led: LF2 code

Weight: 13 g

Colour temperature: 6000 K

Luminous Intensity: 0 to 500 lm  variable

light beam 6 °
Autonomy: 8 hours of light to maximum power

yellow filter for composite, enclosed

Installable over magnifying prismatic and Galilean 

of all models and brands on the market.

Power supply ALMVc code:
the power supply is given by hig quality lithium batteries

Pocket clip robust stops

Potentiometer for light intensity

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions   90 x 43 x 32mm 

Rechargeable in 3 hours

The cable can  be connected and disconnected

from the spotlight and power supply battery

jack cable

potentiometer

socket spotlight

clip pocket

charging socket

Cable2 

cable

connection
LF2

Optional adapters to 

install the spotlight of 

magnification systems, 

popular in the market 

sector

CBLV
Charger

for 

ALMVb

ALMVb

Battery Power 

supply



Spotlight led LF4 code

Weight: 20 g

Colour temperature: 6000 ° K   60000lx

Luminous Intensity: 0 to 600 lm    variable

light beam 8 ° yellow filter for composite, enclosed

Autonomy: 8 hours of light at maximum power

spot light with magnetic connection can be installed 

on prismatic and Galilean magnification of various 

models 

on the market.

Battery power supply ALMVa code 

the power supply is given by hig quality lithium

batteries

Pocket clip robust stops

Potentiometer for light intensity

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions   90 x 43 x 32mm 

Rechargeable in 3 hours

The cable can  be connected and disconnected
from the power supply battery

potenziometer

socket spotlight

clip pocket

charging socket

Magnetic adapters to install the 

spot light on the different 

magnification systems

Charger

ALMVa

LF4

spotlight led

Code CBLV

Cable2 

Connection cable

Code ALMVa

Socket spot light



Lobo Jewel code KITLJ

Spotlight Led: LF6 code

Weight: 7 g

Colour temperature: 6000 K

Luminous Intensity: 0 to 400 lm  variable

light beam 8 °
Autonomy: 8 hours continuos to maximum power

Installable over magnifying prismatic and Galilean 

of all models and brands on the market.

Power supply ALMVb code:

the power supply is given by hig quality lithium batteries
Pocket clip robust stops
Potentiometer for light intensity

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions   90 x 43 x 32mm 
Rechargeable in 3 hours
The cable can  be connected and disconnected
from the spotlight and power supply battery

jack cable

potentiometer

socket power

spotlight

clip pocket

charging socket

Cable3 

Cable with

connectors

LF6

Optional adapters to 

install the spotlight of 

magnification systems, 

popular in the market 

sector

Charger

ALMVb

CBLV

light projected

Only  7 g weight…..



Lobo Screen 
(code KITLS)

jack cable

Potentiometer

swich onsocket spotlight

Clip pocket

charging socket

Cable2

cable

connection

Charger for

ALMV c

code CBLV

yellow filter
composite

ALMV c

Spotlight led LF3 code

Weight: 26 g

Colour temperature: 6000 ° K

Luminous Intensity: 0 to 600 lm variable   70000 lx

light beam 6 ° yellow filter for composite, enclosed

Autonomy: 6 hours of light at maximum power

spot light with  connection can be installed 

on prismatic and Galilean magnification of various models 

on the market.

Battery power supply ALMVc code 

the power supply is given by hig quality lithium

batteries

Pocket clip robust stops

Potentiometer for light intensity

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions   90 x 43 x 32mm 

Rechargeable in 3 hours

The cable can  be connected and disconnected

from the power supply battery
LF3



Spotlight led LF7code

Weight: 15 g

Colour temperature: 6000 ° K 50000 lx

Luminous Intensity: 0 to 500 lm    variable

light beam 8 ° yellow filter for composite, enclosed

Autonomy: 8 hours of light at maximum power

spot light with magnetic connection can be installed 

on prismatic and Galilean magnification of various models 

on the market.

Battery power supply ALMVa code 

the power supply is given by hig quality lithium batteries

Pocket clip robust stops

Potentiometer for light intensity

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions   90 x 43 x 32mm 

Rechargeable in 3 hours

The cable can  be connected and disconnected

from the power supply battery

LoboVarilight 3

(code KITLV 3)

potenziometer socket spotlight

clip pocket

charging socket

Optional

magnetic adapters to install 

the spotlight on the 

different magnification 

systems

Charger

ALMVa

Code ALMVa

Battery power

supply

LF7spotlight 

led

Code CBLV

Cable2

Connections cable

light projected


